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New York Fed to Hold Press Briefing on U.S. Economy in a Snapshot May 19

May 10, 2016

In conjunction with the release of the May 2016 *U.S. Economy in a Snapshot*, the Federal Reserve Bank of New York will hold a press briefing on macroeconomic trends on May 19 at 10:30 AM.

The *U.S. Economy in a Snapshot (Snapshot)* is a monthly release designed to provide a quick and accessible overview of current economic and financial developments. The *Snapshot* presents charts and commentary on a broad range of topics that include labor and financial markets, the behavior of consumers and firms, and the global economy.

The press briefing will include an overview of the *Snapshot* and highlights from the May release. President William Dudley will also provide remarks during the briefing.

The event will be webcast to registered participants.

To RSVP for the event or for more information, please contact Eric Pajonk at eric.pajonk@ny.frb.org or Kevin Sajdak at kevin.sajdak@ny.frb.org.
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Press Briefing Materials

Assistant Vice President Robert Rich discussed the U.S. Economy in a Snapshot.
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